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Introduction

Clifford algebras were observed, over a century ago, to play a very important
role in the theory of quadratic spaces. Their group of units contain two natural
subgroups, the Clifford group acting on the quadratic space itself, and the par-
avector Clifford group, acting on the extension of the space by the scalars as an
extended quadratic space. The classical theory involved real quadratic spaces
(and sometimes complex ones), initially in the context of the Newtonian physics
of movements in space, but as the understanding of the algebraic theory behind
these notions became deeper, the natural definitions over more general fields
became abundant. Allowing the base field to become a more general commu-
tative ring led to interesting additional features—see [Ba], [Mc], and [Z] among
the vast literature on the subject and the many different approaches to it.

The simple observation that the Clifford algebra of the hyperbolic plane is
a matrix algebra has the consequence that the Clifford algebra associated with
the direct sum of a quadratic space (V, q) with a hyperbolic plane is the matrix
algebra over the Clifford algebra (V, q) itself. This lies in the heart of Vahlen’s
construction of the groups that are now named after him, consisting of certain
2 × 2 matrices over a Clifford algebra. For particular real spaces, Vahlen could
show that his group operates on an appropriate space (now known to be a real
hyperbolic space) via Möbius transformations, a fact that was established in
more details and more generality in [Ah]. This generalizes the well-known fact
that the 2-dimensional and 3-dimensional hyperbolic spaces are the symmetric
spaces for SL2(R) and SL2(C) respectively, identifying these groups as the spin
groups of respective signatures (2, 1) and (3, 1). There is also a paravector
analogue, considered, for example, in [Ma].

Now, [EGM] extended the definition of the (paravector) Vahlen group to
any quadratic space over any field, and established the equivalent conditions
for defining them in case the vector space is strongly anisotropic, a technical
condition that is required for the only elements of the Clifford algebra whose
natural action preserves paravectors are those of the paravector Clifford group
and 0. The paper [Mc] found the exact definition for the entries of the Vahlen
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groups, and showed that the proofs from [EGM] work both for the usual and
the paravector Vahlen groups, for quadratic modules, non-degenerate as well as
degenerate, over much more general rings. The Vahlen group is then isomorphic
to the scalar norm elements of the Clifford group of the direct sum of (V, q) with
a hyperbolic plane, and the paravector one is isomorphic to the scalar norm
elements of the even Clifford group of a slightly larger quadratic space. The
structure of the Clifford algebras in the degenerate case (over fields) is briefly
investigated in [Ab], and more details are given in the predecessor [Z] of the
current paper.

The paper [EGM] presents the action of the real Vahlen group (which in our
terminology is the special paravector Vahlen group) of a definite real quadratic
space on the hyperbolic space, with the three different models of that space:
The hyperboloid model, the half-space model, and the ball model. The goal
of the current paper is to extend this action to any Vahlen group, on both
the hyperboloid model and the half-space model. The former, which is an
orthogonal action, is rather straightforward. However, the action on the half-
space model, using Möbius transformations, is more delicate, and requires a
certain completion at infinity for working properly. The ball model requires
additional assumptions, and we do not consider it in this paper. More precisely,
we establish the following results.

Theorem. To a quadratic space (V, q) over a field F of characteristic different
from 2, with the choice of a scalar c from F, one attaches a space Hc

V,q, on
which the Vahlen group operates transitively via Möbius transformations. This
is a model for the action of the Vahlen group, via its image as an orthogonal
group, on the set of vectors of quadratic value c in the direct sum of (V, q) and
a hyperbolic plane, with the set of vectors that are perpendicular to the entire
space excluded when c = 0.

Theorem. Given (V, q) over F and c as above, there is a space H̃c
V,q with a

transitive action of the paravector Vahlen group, that is also described in terms
of Möbius transformations. The linear model is based on the set of vectors of
norm c is a slightly larger quadratic space, where again for c = 0 the vectors
that are orthogonal to every vector in the space are excluded.

For the exact formulations, see Theorems 2.16 and 3.16 below. The results
for the two types of Vahlen groups are unrelated but goes along the exact same
lines, but some delicate details are different, and we give the detailed proofs for
both cases.

The paper is divided into three sections. Section 1 skims through the basic
definitions of Clifford algebras and Vahlen groups that are required for stating
and proving our results. Section 2 presents the results for the ordinary Vahlen
group, and Section 3 carries out the same for the paravector Vahlen groups.
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1 Clifford Algebras and Vahlen Groups

Let F be a field of characteristic different from 2, let V be a finite-dimensional
vector space over F, and let q be a quadratic form on V . We denote the associ-
ated symmetric bilinear form by (u, v) := q(u+v)− q(u)− q(v) as usual. We do
not assume that q non-degenerate, and we denote the kernel of the associated
map from V to its dual by

V ⊥ := {v ∈ V |(u, v) = 0 ∀u ∈ V }, as well as set V := V/V ⊥. (1)

Since the characteristic of F is different from 2, and (v, v) = 2q(v) for every
v ∈ V , we deduce that q vanishes identically on V ⊥, and it thus factors through
a natural non-degenerate quadratic form q on V . We denote by C the Clifford
algebra C(V, q), and we identify F and V with their images in C. This is an
F-algebra that is generated by V and is determined by the condition that the
square v2 of v ∈ V ⊆ C equals q(v) ∈ F, and as a consequence we get the
equality uv + vu = (u, v) for every u and v in V .

Recall that C is graded, i.e., it decomposes as the sum of the even part C+
and the odd part C−, and that it comes equipped with an involution α 7→ α′,
which is the identity on C+ and multiplies elements of C− by −1. It also carries
an anti-involution, called transposition and denoted by α 7→ α∗, which leaves
F and V invariant (but inverts the order of multiplications). These two invo-
lutions commute, and their composition (in either order) produces the Clifford
involution, which is denoted by α 7→ α. Using the grading involution, and in the
spirit of Equation (6) from the paravector case considered below, the pairing
formula becomes

uv′ + vu′ = u′v + v′u = −(u, v) ∈ F ⊆ C for every u and v in V. (2)

We define the twisted center of C (named so after, e.g., [Mc]) and the Clifford
group to be

Z̃(C) := {α ∈ C|αv = vα′ ∀v ∈M} and Γ(M, q) := {α ∈ C×|αV α′−1 = V }
(3)

respectively. Note that some authors require only inclusion in the definition of
the Clifford group, which over rings might make a difference (see [Z]), but since
we work over a field, the injectivity of conjugation inside C implies, via dimension
consideration, that inclusion and equality are equivalent there. Theorem 1.12 of
[Z] determines the former algebra to be the image of C(V ⊥, 0) =

∧∗
V ⊥ inside

C, and its group of invertible elements is thus F× ⊕
⊕

r>0

∧r
V ⊥. Note that

orthogonal maps on V , i.e., maps ϕ : V → V satisfying q ◦ ϕ = q need not
be injective, as elements of V ⊥ can lie in kernels of such maps, and that they
take V ⊥ into itself. We thus define the orthogonal group O(V, q) to consist of
invertible orthogonal maps, and, following [Z], we define the subgroup

OV ⊥(V, q) :=
{
ϕ ∈ O(V, q)

∣∣ϕ|V ⊥ = IdV ⊥

}
= {ϕ ∈ O(V, q)|ϕ(v) = v ∀v ∈ V ⊥}.

(4)
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When (V, q) is non-degenerate, the Cartan–Dieudonné Theorem states that
OV ⊥(V, q) = O(V, q) is generated by reflections, i.e., maps of the form rv taking

u ∈ V to u− (u,v)
q(v) v, for v ∈ V with q(v) 6= 0 (for the proof see Corollary 4.3 of

[MH] or Subsection 43B of [O]). Corollary 3.6 of [Z] extends this statement (for
OV ⊥(V, q)) to the degenerate case.

Lemma 2.2 of [Z] shows that OV ⊥(V, q) lies in a short exact sequence

0 →
(

HomF(V , V ⊥),+
)
→ OV ⊥(V, q) → O(V , q) → 1 (5)

(in fact, Lemma 2.1 of that reference puts O(V, q) inside a similar exact sequence,
with O(V , q) multiplied by GL(V ⊥)), and Corollary 3.6, Proposition 3.7, and
Theorem 3.8 of that reference yield the following result.

Theorem 1.1. The Clifford group Γ(M, q) from Equation (3) lies in the short
exact sequence

1 → F× ⊕
⊕

r>0

∧r
V ⊥ → Γ(V, q)

π
→ OV ⊥(V, q) → 1,

where the group on the left is Z̃(C)×. Moreover, if α is in Γ(V, q) then so are
α′, α∗, and α, with π(α′) = π(α) and π(α∗) = π(α) = π(α)−1.

We shall also be needing the graded subgroup of the Clifford group. First, the
fact that OV ⊥(V, q) lies in the short exact sequence from Equation (5), in which
it surjects onto a classical, reductive, non-degenerate orthogonal group with a
unipotent kernel, shows that its elements have determinant ±1. We denote,
as usual, the subgroup defined by the determinant 1 condition by SOV ⊥(V, q).
Moreover, recall that the surjectivity of the map from Theorem 1.1 is based
on generation by reflections, and reflections are the images of vectors from V
(by, e.g., Proposition 3.4 of [Z], among earlier results), thus elements of C−.
We therefore define Γ+(V, q) := Γ(V, q) ∩ C+, Γ−(V, q) := Γ(V, q) ∩ C−, and
Γ±(V, q) := Γ+(V, q) ∪ Γ−(V, q), for which we obtain the following simple con-
sequence, which resembles Corollary 3.9 of [Z].

Corollary 1.2. The subset Γ±(V, q) is a subgroup of Γ(V, q), which also surjects

onto OV ⊥(V, q) via π, with kernel F× ⊕
⊕

s>0

∧2s
V ⊥, which equals Z̃(C)×+, the

group of units in Z̃(C)+ = Z̃(C) ∩ C+. The subset Γ+(V, q) is the inverse image
of OV ⊥(V, q) under this restricted projection, and is thus a subgroup of index 2
there, and Γ−(V, q) is the non-trivial coset of Γ+(V, q) inside Γ±(V, q).

We recall that in the classical case, of non-degenerate (V, q), the Clifford
group from Equation (3) factors as the union of graded pieces, as in Corollary
1.2. This is so, because the twisted center reduces to F in this case, which is
contained in C+, and thus the subgroup from that corollary is the entire Clifford
group. This is, of course, not the case in the degenerate case.

We recall from [Ma], [Mc], and others that the space F⊕ V inside C, called
the space of paravectors, comes with the quadratic form qF that takes an element
ξ = a + v ∈ F ⊕ V , with a ∈ F and v ∈ V , to q(v) − a2. Moreover, for any
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ξ ∈ F ⊕ V we can express qF(ξ) as −ξξ′ (or equivalently −ξξ), and then for
another element η = b+ u ∈ F⊕ V , we obtain that

ξη′ + ηξ′ = ξ′η + η′ξ = −(ξ, η)F, where (ξ, η)F := (u, v) − 2ab (6)

is the symmetric bilinear form induced from qF on F⊕V . We denote the resulting
quadratic space by VF, and, similarly to Equation (3), we define the paravector
Clifford group to be

Γ̃(M, q) := {α ∈ C×|α(F⊕ V )α′−1 = F⊕ V }. (7)

Also here one can restrict the requirement to be inclusion only, which is equiv-
alence in our setting, working over a field.

Note that the space V ⊥
F

as defined in Equation (1) for VF is the image of
V ⊥ ⊆ V (this is because the characteristic of F is not 2), and, being in a
short exact sequence as in Equation (5), the group OV ⊥(VF, qF) has a subgroup
SOV ⊥(VF, qF) of index 2 defined by the determinant 1 condition. Note that
ξ 7→ −ξ′ is the reflection r1 in the element 1 of VF, representing the non-trivial
coset of SOV ⊥(VF, qF) inside OV ⊥(VF, qF) (and conjugation by it preserves this
normal subgroup). Proposition 3.16 and Theorem 3.17 of [Z] then yield, via
Corollary 3.6 of that reference again, the following result.

Theorem 1.3. The paravector Clifford group Γ̃(M, q) from Equation (7) sits
in the short exact sequence

1 → F× ⊕
⊕

s>0

∧2s
V ⊥ → Γ̃(V, q)

π̃
→ SOV ⊥(VF, qF) → 1.

The kernel here is the same one from Corollary 1.2. In addition, for α ∈ Γ̃(V, q),
also its images α′, α∗, and α lie in this group, and their π̃ images are r1π̃(α)r1,
r1π̃(α)−1r1 , and π̃(α)−1 respectively.

We shall need particular subgroups of both the usual and the paravector
Clifford group.

Lemma 1.4. The norm map, defined by N(α) := αα, takes Γ(V, q) into Z̃(C)×

and Γ̃(M, q) into Z̃(C)×+. The subsets ΓF
×

(V, q) := {α ∈ Γ(V, q)|N(α) ∈ F×}

and Γ̃F
×

(V, q) := {α ∈ Γ̃(V, q)|N(α) ∈ F×} are subgroups of Γ(V, q) and Γ̃(M, q)
respectively, that surject onto OV ⊥(V, q) and SOV ⊥(VF, qF).

Proof. We have seen that for α in Γ(V, q) (resp. Z̃(C)×), the element α also
lies in that group, and its image under π (resp. π̃) is the inverse of that of α.
Therefore N(α) lies in the kernel of this map, which is then determined in The-
orem 1.1 (resp. Theorem 1.3), proving the first assertion. Now, the centrality
of F inside C and the Clifford involution inverting multiplication orders imply
that if β ∈ C satisfies N(β) ∈ F then for any other element α ∈ C we have

N(αβ) = αββα = αN(β)α = N(α)N(β). Since N(β−1) = β−1β
−1

is a conju-

gate of N(β)−1 = β
−1
β−1, they are equal in case N(β) ∈ F×, which together
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with the product formula implies that ΓF
×

(V, q) and Γ̃F
×

(V, q) are closed under
the group operations as desired. Finally, Remark 2.9 and Corollary 3.6 of [Z]
show (among earlier references) that OV ⊥(V, q) is generated by reflections rv
for v ∈ V with q(v) 6= 0, and combining it with Lemma 3.12 of that reference,
we deduce that SOV ⊥(VF, qF) is generated by compositions rξ ◦ r1 for ξ ∈ VF
with qF(ξ) 6= 0. Since Proposition 3.4 of [Z] shows that the former map is the
π-images of v ∈ Γ(V, q), and N(v) = −q(v) ∈ F×, and the latter one is obtained

via π̃ from ξ ∈ Γ̃(M, q), for which N(ξ) = −qF(ξ) ∈ F×, we deduce that the
generators of the groups in question are indeed in the image of our subgroups.
This proves the lemma.

In fact, the kernel Z̃(C)×+ of π̃ in Theorem 1.3 coincides with Z(C)×+, and is

thus central. Thus the proof of Lemma 1.4 shows that for Γ̃(M, q), the norm

map is a homomorphism into Z̃(C)×+, and thus Γ̃F
×

(V, q) is a subgroup since it
is the inverse image of a subgroup under a group homomorphism. But since
this argument fails for Γ(M, q) (since Z̃(C)× is no longer central in general), a
different proof is required in this case, and we gave a unified proof.

The proofs of Lemma 1.4 and Corollary 1.2 combine to produce the following
corollary.

Corollary 1.5. The two intersections ΓF
×

± (V, q) = ΓF
×

(V, q) ∩ Γ±(V, q) and

ΓF
×

+ (V, q) = ΓF
×

(V, q)∩Γ+(V, q) are subgroups of Γ(V, q), the restriction of π to
which is surjective onto OV ⊥(V, q) and SOV ⊥(V, q) respectively. The intersec-

tion ΓF
×

− (V, q) = ΓF
×

(V, q) ∩ Γ−(V, q) is the non-trivial coset of the latter group
inside the former.

Note that elements mapping to reflections in the paravector Clifford group
Γ̃(M, q) from Equation (7) are no longer graded in general, so that subgroups

of Γ̃(M, q) of the form considered in Corollaries 1.2 and 1.5 are less natural.

In fact, Proposition 3.19 of [Z] shows that the graded elements of Γ̃(M, q) are
precisely those that are also in Γ(V, q), and are thus in Γ±(V, q) (such elements
α also satisfy αα′ = ±1, the sign being that of the determinant of π(α) for π̃(α)
to be in SOV ⊥(VF, qF)).

As another consequence of Lemma 1.4, combined with Corollary 1.5, we
obtain a smaller subgroup of each of Γ(V, q) and Γ̃(M, q).

Corollary 1.6. The subsets Γ1(V, q) := {α ∈ Γ(V, q)|N(α) = 1} of Γ(V, q) and

Γ̃1(V, q) := {α ∈ Γ̃(V, q)|N(α) = 1} of Γ̃(M, q) are subgroups, that are normal

subgroups of ΓF
×

(V, q) and Γ̃F
×

(V, q) from Lemma 1.4 respectively. The same
applies to Γ1

±(V, q) := Γ1(V, q) ∩ Γ±(V, q) inside Γ±(V, q) and to its index 2
subgroup Γ1

+(V, q) := Γ1(V, q) ∩ Γ+(V, q) in Γ+(V, q), with the non-trivial coset
Γ1
−(V, q) := Γ1(V, q) ∩ Γ+(V, q).

Proof. The proof of Lemma 1.4 shows that the norm becomes a homomorphism
from ΓF

×

(V, q), Γ̃F
×

(V, q), ΓF
×

± (V, q), or ΓF
×

+ (V, q) into F× respectively, of which

Γ1(V, q), Γ̃1(V, q), Γ1
±(V, q) or Γ1

+(V, q) is the respective kernel. This proves the
corollary.
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The group Γ1(V, q), and sometimes Γ1
±(V, q), is also called the pin group of

(V, q) in the literature, while Γ1
+(V, q) is the Spin group associated with that

space.

Remark 1.7. Unlike Lemma 1.4, the restriction of π to Γ1(V, q) or to Γ1
±(V, q),

and of π̃ to Γ̃1(V, q) no longer surjects onto OV ⊥(V, q) or SOV ⊥(VF, qF), and the
same for the map from Γ1

+(V, q) to SOV ⊥(V, q). In fact, noting that dividing

Z̃(C) or Z̃(C)+ by its nilpotent radical yields F, we find that the images of

norms from Z̃(C)× or from Z̃(C)×+ modulo nilpotents lies in F. It follows that
there are maps from OV ⊥(V, q) and from SOV ⊥(VF, qF) into F×/(F×)2, called
spinor norm maps, and the images of the restrictions from Corollary 1.6 are the
kernels O1

V ⊥(V, q), SO1
V ⊥(VF, qF), and SO1

V ⊥(V, q) of these spinor maps (some-
times called the spinor kernel in the first case and the special spinor kernel,
because it is already contained in an SO-group, in the second and third ones).

Recall that in the non-degenerate case we have Z̃(C) = Z̃(C)+ = F, so that
the groups from Lemma 1.4 and Corollary 1.2 (with the index ±) are the full

groups Γ(V, q) and Γ̃(M, q), and that with the index + has index 2 there. Then
the kernels of all the projections that we considered is F×, and just {±1} for the
groups with superscript 1. However, in general the determination of the kernels
is more complicated (they do contains F× and {±1} respectively, and project
precisely onto these subgroups modulo nilpotents), and will not be required
here.

The special spinor kernel form Remark 1.7 is, in many cases (in particular
when the dimension of V is at least 3), the commutator subgroup of OV ⊥(V, q)
(or its special orthogonal subgroup). This is proved in Subsection 43D of [O] in
the non-degenerate case, and since the kernel from Equation (5) is easily seen
to be generated by commutators as well, this statement extends to degenerate
quadratic spaces.

Let (V, q) be a quadratic space over F. We now recall three isomorphisms be-
tween Clifford algebras of extensions of (V, q) (containing this space as a direct
summand) and other types of algebras constructed from C(V, q). First, following
our notation associated with paravectors, we denote by (VF, qF) the quadratic
space obtained as the orthogonal direct sum of (V, q) with a 1-dimensional
quadratic space of the form Fρ with ρ having quadratic value −1 (i.e., ele-
ments of VF are of the form ξ = v+aρ for v ∈ V and a ∈ F, and the qF-image of
such ξ is q(v)−a2. Then, using the fact that ρ squares to −1 and commutes with
elements of C+ but anti-commutes with elements of C+ establishes the following
result, mentioned in, e.g., the paragraph following Proposition 5.2 of [Mc].

Lemma 1.8. The map taking α = α+ + α− ∈ C, with α± ∈ C±, to α+ + α−ρ
defines an isomorphism from C onto CF,+ := C(VF, qF)+, which we denote by
α 7→ αρ. This isomorphism commutes with the two Clifford involutions, namely
we have (α)ρ = αρ for any α ∈ C. On the level of invertible elements we thus
get C× ∼= C×

F,+.
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For the last statement in Lemma 1.8, observe that αρ equals α+−ρα− (since
the Clifford involution interchanges the order of multiplication and takes ρ to
−ρ), and since ρ anti-commutes with elements of C+, this is α+ + α−ρ = (α)ρ.

Let (U, h) be a hyperbolic plane over F, namely U is the 2-dimensional space
Fe⊕ Ff with h(e) = h(f) = 0 and e and f pairing to 1 (so that the value of a
general element ae+ bf under h is ab). We denote the quadratic space obtained
as the orthogonal direct sum of (V, q) and (U, h) by (VU , qU ). For this space we
cite Lemmas 3.4 and 3.5 of [Mc].

Proposition 1.9. The map associating the matrix
(
α β
γ δ

)
, with α, β, γ, and

δ in C, with efα + eβ′ + fγ + feδ′ = αef + βe + γ′f + δ′fe, is an isomor-
phism between the algebra M2(C) of 2× 2 matrices over C and CU := C(VU , qU ).
The grading, transpose, and Clifford involutions on the latter Clifford algebra

are transferred to the operations sending our matrix to
(

α′
−β′

−γ′ δ′

)
,
(
δ β
γ α

)
, and

(
δ∗ −β∗

−γ∗ α∗

)
respectively. The multiplicative group C×

U is thus isomorphic to the

group GL2(C) of invertible 2 × 2 matrices over C.

The proof of the first assertion is a generalization of the fact that the Clifford
algebra of (U, h), which is spanned by e, f , ef , and fe (with e2 = f2 = 0 and
ef + fe = 1), is isomorphic to M2(F) by identifying ef ↔

(
1 0
0 0

)
, e ↔

(
0 1
0 0

)
,

f ↔
(
0 0
1 0

)
, and fe ↔

(
0 0
0 1

)
(see Subsection 2.5 of [Ba]), combined with the

commutation relations of e, f , fe, and fe and elements of C. The second one
is a straightforward calculation. Note that in the notation from [EGM], the
vectors f0 and f1 are f + e and f − e respectively (the latter element is minus
the Weyl element from Section 4.1 of [Ba]), so that τ0 = f and τ1 = e, and the
products u and v from that reference are fe and ef respectively.

We combine the two constructions, by setting (VU,F, qU,F) to be the direct
sum of the three spaces (V, q), (U, h) and Fρ from above. Then f2 from [EGM]
is ρ, so that w0 and w1 there are fρ and eρ respectively, and the element
f0f1f2, which we denote by υ, equals (ef − fe)ρ = ρ(ef − fe). We modify the
notation from Lemma 1.8 by defining αυ to be α+ + α−υ for α decomposed
as above, and observe the following equalities, all holding inside the Clifford
algebra CU,F := C(VU,F, qU,F).

Lemma 1.10. We have eυ = υe = ρe = −eρ, fυ = υf = −ρf = fρ, and
ρυ = υρ = fe − ef . Thus for α ∈ C we get αυe = αρe and αυf = α′

ρf , and
we also have (α∗)υ = (αυ)∗. The element αρ commutes with e and f , and
we have ραρ = α′

ρρ. On the other hand, with the index υ we get eαυ = α′
ρe,

fαυ = αρf , and ραυ = α′
υρ. Finally, if ι : F ⊕ V → VF is the isomorphism of

quadratic spaces taking ξ = a+ v to v − aρ then we have ι(ξ) = −ξρρ for every
ξ ∈ F ⊕ V ⊆ C, and this vector ι(ξ) anti-commutes with e and f and satisfies
ρι(ξ) = ι(ξ)ρ.

Proof. The first two equalities are straightforward calculations, yielding the
second ones immediately. The relation with the transpositions is proved like
the corresponding result in Lemma 1.8, via anti-commutation and the fact that
υ∗ = −υ. Then, e and f commute with CF,+, the relation with ρ is as before,
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and the next relations follow from e, f , and ρ commuting with C+ and anti-
commuting with C+ and from the first relations here. As for ι(ξ), if ξ = a + v
then ξρ = aρ + vρ, and multiplying by −ρ from the right gives v − aρ = ι(ξ)
because ρ2 = qF(ρ) = −1. As ι(ξ) ∈ CF,− inside CU,F, the anti-commutation with
e and f follows, and the fact that ρ ∈ CF,− implies that ρι(ξ)ρ−1 = −rρ

(
ι(ξ)

)
,

where rρ is the reflection in ρ. But for our ξ the latter vector is −aρ− v, which
is indeed the image of ξ′ = ξ = −r1(ξ) under ι. This proves the lemma.

Combining Lemmas 1.8 and 1.10 with Proposition 1.9, we obtain Proposition
2.5 of [EGM], which is generalized by Lemma 5.3 of [Mc].

Proposition 1.11. The map sending the matrix
(
α β
γ δ

)
, with entries as in

Proposition 1.9, to αρef + βρeρ+ γ′ρfρ+ δ′ρfe = αυef + βυeρ+ γυfρ+ δυfe,
yields an isomorphism from the matrix ring M2(C) onto the even Clifford algebra
CU,F,+ := C(VU,F, qU,F)+. The involution on C(VU,F, qU,F)+ arising from trans-

position of Clifford again corresponds to
(
α β
γ δ

)
7→

(
δ∗ −β∗

−γ∗ α∗

)
, and we have an

isomorphism between GL2(C) and C×

U,F,+.

Restricting the map from Proposition 1.11 to scalar matrices λI, representing
elements λ ∈ C ⊆ M2(C), we obtain the map λ 7→ λυ from Proposition 2.4
of [EGM], and the relation with transpositions from Lemma 1.10 holds also in
CU,F,+ (this map is also related to the one appearing in Proposition 13.23 of [P]).
This, combined with the fact that the image of the matrix under this operation
involves transposition of the entries, suggests that this operation should be
viewed as transposition on the matrix algebra (as in Proposition 2.5 of [EGM]).
However, considering our relations with the norm map below, and the fact that
the adjoint operation on matrices corresponds to the Clifford involution (which
is the main involution on quaternion algebras), our operation on matrices may
still better be viewed as a Clifford involution operation.

We can now define the Vahlen groups. For doing so we first define the set

T (V, q) := {α ∈ C|αV α∗ ⊆ V, N(α) ∈ F}. (8)

Note that T (V, q) ∩ C× equals the set of those α ∈ T (V, q) with N(α) ∈ F× (or
equivalently N(α) 6= 0), and as α∗ = α′−1N(α) for such α (since if N(α) ∈ F
then it equals N(α)′ = N(α′) = α′α∗), and N(α) is an invertible scalar, this

intersection equals precisely the subgroup ΓF
×

(V, q) from Lemma 1.4.
The set T (V, q) from Equation (8) is invariant under the grading involution

(as applying this involution to the defining equation shows, via the fact that
this involution acts as − Id on V ). Then Theorems 4.1 and 3.6 of [Mc] combine
as follows.

Theorem 1.12. Assume that the set T (V, q) from Equation (8) is invariant
under transposition, or equivalently the Clifford involution, on the Clifford al-
gebra C := C(V, q) from Equation (3). Then, tor a matrix

(
α β
γ δ

)
in the matrix

ring M2(C), the following conditions are equivalent.
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1. α, β, γ, and δ have norms in F; αβ∗ = βα∗; γδ∗ = δγ∗; αδ∗ − βγ∗ ∈ F×;
αγ and βδ are in V ; And for every v ∈ V , the elements αvβ + βvα and
γvδ + δvγ are in F and αvδ + βvγ ∈ V .

2. α, β, γ, and δ are in T (V, q); αδ∗ − βγ∗ ∈ F×; And αβ∗ and δγ∗ are in
V .

3. α, β, γ, and δ are in T (V, q); αδ∗ − βγ∗ ∈ F×; And αβ and δγ are in V .

4. The image of this matrix under the isomorphism from Proposition 1.9 lies
in the group ΓF

×

(VU , qU ) from Lemma 1.4 for the quadratic space (VU , qU ).

When these conditions are satisfied, the value αδ∗ − βγ∗ ∈ F× equals the norm
of the corresponding element of CU .

It follows from Condition 4 of Theorem 1.12 that the set of matrices satisfying
any of the other equivalent conditions there form a multiplicative group (i.e.,
a subgroup of GL2(C)). This group is called the Vahlen group associated with
(V, q), and is denoted by V(V, q). The equivalence of Conditions 1 and 4 in that
theorem is independent of the assumption on T (V, q), and the theorem yields

an isomorphism of groups between V(V, q) and ΓF
×

(VU , qU ).
The last assertion in Theorem 1.12 produces the following consequence.

Corollary 1.13. The map taking a matrix
(
α β
γ δ

)
∈ V(V, q) to αδ∗ − βγ∗ ∈ F×

is a group homomorphism. Its kernel consists of matrices satisfying a set of
equivalent conditions similar to those from Theorem 1.12, but with each instance
of αδ∗−βγ∗ ∈ F× replaces by αδ∗−βγ∗ = 1, and with the subgroup of C×

U being
the (pin) group Γ1(VU , qU ) from Corollary 1.6.

The map from Corollary 1.13 is called the pseudo-determinant and denoted
by det, and its kernel is the special Vahlen group SV(V, q).

The Vahlen group construction has a paravector analogue. Similarly to
Equation (8), we define

T̃ (V, q) := {α ∈ C|α(F⊕ V )α∗ ⊆ F⊕ V, N(α) ∈ F}. (9)

Also in T̃ (V, q), the invertible elements, i.e., those having norms in F× (or equiv-

alently non-zero norms) are precisely the elements of the subgroup Γ̃F
×

(V, q)
from Lemma 1.4.

As the grading involution is an automorphism of F ⊕ V (namely −r1), it

leaves the set T̃ (V, q) from Equation (9) invariant as well. The combination of
Theorems 5.7 and 6.1 of [Mc], the latter generalizing Theorem 3.7 of [EGM]
from the case called strongly anisotropic in that reference, gives the following
result.

Theorem 1.14. Let a matrix
(
α β
γ δ

)
∈ M2(C) be given, for C := C(V, q), and

assume that transposition, or equivalently the Clifford involution, preserves the
set T̃ (V, q) from Equation (9). Then the following four conditions are equivalent.
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1. α, β, γ, and δ have norms in F; αβ∗ = βα∗; γδ∗ = δγ∗; αδ∗ − βγ∗ ∈ F×;
αγ and βδ are in F⊕V ; And for every ξ ∈ F⊕V , the elements αξβ+βξα
and γξδ + δξγ are in F and αξδ + βξγ ∈ F⊕ V .

2. α, β, γ, and δ are in T̃ (V, q); αδ∗ − βγ∗ ∈ F×; And αβ∗ and δγ∗ are in
F⊕ V .

3. α, β, γ, and δ are in T̃ (V, q); αδ∗ − βγ∗ ∈ F×; And αβ and δγ are in
F⊕ V .

4. The image of this matrix under the isomorphism from Proposition 1.11 lies
in the group ΓF

×

+ (VU,F, qU,F) associated by Corollary 1.5 with the quadratic
space (VU,F, qU,F).

Also in this case αδ∗−βγ∗ ∈ F× is the norm of the associated element of CU,F,+.

Once again, the set of matrices satisfying each one of the equivalent condi-
tions from Theorem 1.14 is a (multiplicative) subgroup of GL2(C), by Condition

4 there. This is the paravector Vahlen group Ṽ(V, q) that is associated with

(V, q). The additional invariance of T̃ (V, q) is not required for the equivalence
of Conditions 1 and 4 in Theorem 1.14 as well, and the latter condition shows
that Ṽ(V, q) is isomorphic, as a group, to ΓF

×

+ (VU,F, qU,F).
We also have the following analogue of Corollary 1.13.

Corollary 1.15. We have a pseudo-determinant map det : Ṽ(V, q) → F× tak-
ing the matrix from Theorem 1.14 again to αδ∗ − βγ∗, which is a group homo-
morphism. The kernel is characterized by conditions like in that theorem, with
αδ∗ − βγ∗ = 1 instead of replacing αδ∗ − βγ∗ ∈ F×, and with the (spin) group
Γ1
+(VU,F, qU,F) inside C×

U,F,+.

The kernel from Corollary 1.15 is called the special paravector Vahlen group
S̃V(V, q). This corollary is the generalization of Theorem 4.1 of [EGM].

We conclude with some extra properties of the entries of an element of the
Vahlen and paravector Vahlen groups.

Remark 1.16. If
(
α β
γ δ

)
is a matrix in M2(C) that lies in either V(V, q) or

Ṽ(V, q), then α, β, γ, and δ have the same norms as α, β, γ, and δ re-
spectively. This follows from the formula for the inverse of a our matrix be-
ing 1

αδ∗−βγ∗

(
α β
γ δ

)
7→

(
δ∗ −β∗

−γ∗ α∗

)
. Moreover, if our matrix is in V(V, q) (resp.

Ṽ(V, q)) and v is in V (resp. ξ is in F ⊕ V ) then the scalars αvβ + βvα and
γvδ + δvγ (resp. αξβ + βξα and γξδ + δξγ) from Condition 1 of Theorem 1.12
(resp. Theorem 1.14) are also equal to minus the pairing of v (resp. ξ) with
αβ and γδ. To see this, recall that as elements of V or of F⊕ V , the elements
βα and δγ equal αβ = (αβ)′ and γδ = (γδ)′ respectively. We multiply the first
scalar from Theorem 1.12 or 1.14 by α and by β from the right and multiply the
formula for the first pairing in Equation (2) or (6) by these elements of T (V, q)

or T̃ (V, q) from the left, do the same for the second scalar and pairing with γ
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and δ, observe that we obtain the same values in all these operations, and use
the invertibility of αδ∗ − βγ∗ = δα∗ − γβ∗ (this equality follows from the fact
that this element is in F and is thus invariant under transposition) for obtaining
the required equality.

2 Group Actions via Möbius Transformations

The construction of the hyperbolic half-space, as a symmetric space of the or-
thogonal group of a Lorentzian space of signature (n, 1), is based on presenta-
tions of vectors of norm −1 using related spaces. This is the relation between
the hyperboloid and half-space models of this symmetric space. The action on
the latter space is given in terms of Möbius transformations. We now generalize
this construction to our more general setting, with emphasis on the precise form
of the boundary elements that one must add for obtaining a symmetric space
with a well-defined action. In this section we do it for the Vahlen group as
defined in Theorem 1.12, and the paravector Vahlen group from Theorem 1.14
will be considered in the next section.

For this we shall make the action of the Vahlen group V(V, q) defined via
Theorem 1.12 on the quadratic space (VU , qU ) appearing in Proposition 1.9 more
explicit. Recall that the Clifford algebra CU that is associated with (VU , qU ) is
acted by its group of units C×

U by η ∈ C×

U taking ψ ∈ CU to ηψη∗. We shall
restrict attention to ψ ∈ VU , where the latter space is decomposed as the direct
sum of V , Fe, and Ff , and present η via the isomorphism from Proposition 1.9.
As usual, C stands for the Clifford algebra C(V, q) of our original space (V, q).

Lemma 2.1. If η corresponds to the matrix
(
α β
γ δ

)
, where α, β, γ, and δ are in

C, then the action of η takes e to N(α)e +N(γ)′f + αγef + (γα)′fe, and f to
N(β)e + N(δ)′f + βδef + (δβ)′fe. Moreover, any u ∈ V is sent by this action
to

(αuβ + βuα)e+ (γuδ + δuγ)′f + (αuδ + βuγ)ef + (γuβ + δuα)′fe.

Proof. The element of C×

U that is associated with η is αef+βe+γ′f+δ′fe by the
formula from Proposition 1.9, and η∗ is thus feα∗+eβ∗+fγ+efδ. Recalling that
e2 = q(e) = 0 in CU , so that efe = e(ef+fe) = e (since ef+fe = (e, f) = 1), the
product ηeη∗ reduces to αeα∗+αefγ+γ′feα∗+γ′fefγ. But with f2 = q(f) = 0
we get fef = f as well, and e and f satisfy a commutation relation like in
Equation (3) with elements of C, so that the definition of the norm and its
evident commutation with the grading involution yields the desired expression.
Similarly, the expression for ηfη∗ is βefeβ∗ + βefδ + δ′feβ∗ + δ′fδ, which
becomes the required expression by similar considerations.

Consider now u ∈ V , and recall that eu = −ue and fu = −uf in CU , so that
ef and fe commute with u. This presents ηuη∗ as

αuefδ + αueβ∗ − βueα∗ − βuefγ − γ′ufeβ∗ − γ′ufδ + δ′ufeα∗ + δ′ufγ.

12



The commutation relations between e, f , and elements of C, and the fact that
transposition is the composition of the grading and Clifford involution and we
have u′ = u = −u for u ∈ V transform the latter expression into the asserted
formula. This proves the lemma.

In fact, we do not require η to be invertible in Lemma 2.1, and the same
formula holds equally well for every η ∈ CU . We are, however, more interested
in the action of the Vahlen group V(V, q).

Corollary 2.2. If the matrix
(
α β
γ δ

)
lies in V(V, q), then its action via Lemma

2.1 takes e, f , and u ∈ V to αγ + N(α)e + N(γ)f , βδ + N(β)e + N(δ)f , and
(αuδ + βuγ) + (αuβ + βuα)e + (γuδ + δuγ)f respectively, all of which lie in
VU ⊆ CU .

Proof. Condition 1 of Theorem 1.12 implies that N(α), N(β), αuβ+βuα, N(γ),
N(δ), and γuδ + δuγ appearing in the coefficients of e in f in Lemma 2.1, are
all elements of F (so that in particular the grading involution leaves the latter
three elements invariant). Moreover, αγ, βδ, and αuδ + βuγ, appearing as
coefficients of ef , all lie in V , so that they are all invariant under applying the
Clifford involution and then the grading involution, which yields the respective
coefficients of fe. As these vectors are multiplied by ef + fe = 1, we obtain the
asserted expressions, which therefore indeed lie in V ⊕Fe⊕Ff = VU as desired.
This proves the corollary.

The part of Corollary 2.2 stating that this action of V(V, q) preserves VU
also follows from the isomorphism from Theorem 1.12, the relation with the
norm there (which implies that η∗ is the scalar det

(
α β
γ δ

)
from Corollary 1.13

times η′−1), and the definition of ΓF
×

(VU , qU ) in Lemma 1.4 and Equation (3).
However, we shall need the explicit formulae appearing in that corollary as well.

As the space V ⊥
U defined as in Equation (1) is the image of V ⊥ in VU , just like

for VF above, the group associated with (VU , qU ) in Equation (4) is OV ⊥(VU , qU ),

and was seen in Lemma 1.4 to be the image of ΓF
×

(VU , qU ), and therefore also
of its isomorph V(V, q) from Theorem 1.12. Since it preserves the value of qU ,
we denote, for every c ∈ F, set of all vectors w ∈ VU \ V ⊥ with qU (w) = c by
Kc

V,q (the restriction that w 6∈ V ⊥ affects only the definition of K0
V,q, of course).

We shall also need the direct sum V c
F

of V with the 1-dimensional space Fσc,
with the quadratic form qc

F
making these subspaces orthogonal, restricting to q

on V , and takes σc to −c (so that if z = v + tσc is a general element of V c
F

,
with v ∈ V and t ∈ F, then qc

F
(z) = q(v) − ct2). In particular, the space VF

considered above is V 1
F

, with ρ = σ1, i.e., the special case with c = 1.
The following lemma relates (Zariski open) subsets of Kc

V,q and V c
F

.

Lemma 2.3. Let K
c,o
V,q denote the set of those w ∈ Kc

V,q whose pairing with

e in VU is non-zero. Then the elements of K
c,o
V,q are precisely the vectors of

the form w = v+f+(ct2−q(v))e
t for v ∈ V and t ∈ F×. They are in one-to-one

correspondence with elements of the set-theoretic complement H
c,o
V,q := V c

F
\ V
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of V inside V c
F
, in which our w ∈ K

c,o
V,q is associated with z = v + tσc ∈ H

c,o
V,q,

again with v ∈ V and t ∈ F×.

Proof. The non-zero pairing of w with e can be written as 1
t for a unique t ∈ F×.

Then we can write our vector w as v+f+se
t for v ∈ V and s ∈ F, and since the

qU -image of this w is q(v)+s
t2 , comparing it with c implies that s = ct2 − q(v)

as asserted. The unique presentation of w, as well as z, in terms of v ∈ V and
t ∈ F× shows that the correspondence between K

c,o
V,q and H

c,o
V,q is bijective. This

proves the lemma.

The Möbius transformation formula makes use of the following result.

Lemma 2.4. For z ∈ V c
F

and η =
(
α β
γ δ

)
∈ V(V, q), the norms N(γz + δ) and

N(αz+β) lie in F, and (αz+β)(γz + δ) lies in V c
F
. Moreover, if z lies in H

c,o
V,q

then so does the latter vector.

Proof. We recall that z = v+tσc, and that in C(V c
F
, qc

F
), the vector σc is inverted

by the Clifford involution and satisfies σcγ = γ∗σc for the image of γ ∈ C inside
C(V c

F
, qc

F
) (and similarly for α, β, and δ). Then N(γz + δ) = (γz + δ)(γz + δ)

equals

γN(z)γ+ γvδ+ δvγ + t(γδ∗ − δγ∗)σc + δδ = −qc
F
(z)N(γ) + (γvδ+ δvγ) +N(δ)

(because γδ∗ = δγ∗ in Condition 1 of Theorem 1.12 and N(z) = −qc
F
(z) for

z ∈ V c
F

, which lies in F and is hence central), and this expression lies in F by
Condition 1 of Theorem 1.12. The same argument proves that

N(αz + β) = −qc
F
(z)N(α) + (αvβ + βvα) +N(β) ∈ F

as well, and similar considerations show that

(αz + β)(γz + δ) = −qc
F
(z)αγ + (αvδ + βvγ) + t(αδ∗ − βγ∗)σc + βδ,

where the first, second, and fourth terms lie in V and the third one is a non-zero
scalar multiple of tσc by Theorem 1.12. This proves the lemma.

Corollary 2.5. Consider the matrix η and the element z = v+tσc from Lemma
2.3. Then the q-value of the V -part of the vector (αz + β)(γz + δ) ∈ V c

F
from

that lemma is ct2 det2 η − N(αz + β)N(γz + δ), with det η being the element
αδ2 − βγ∗ ∈ F× from Theorem 1.12 and Corollary 1.13.

Proof. If is clear that qc
F

(
(αz+β)(γz + δ)

)
equals minus the norm of that vector,

which is thus −N(αz+β)N(γz+ δ) by the multiplicativity of the norm when it
is a scalar (the fact that the latter multiplier equals the norm of γz + δ as well
is established via Remark 1.16). But we saw in the proof of Lemma 2.3 that
this vector equals its V -part plus t det η · σc, so that its q-image, which is the
same as its qc

F
-image, is that of (αz + β)(γz + δ) minus that of t det η · σc. The

asserted value is thus obtained from what we just proved and the value −c of
qc
F
(σc). This proves the corollary.
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We can now establish the regular part of the Möbius transformation formula.

Proposition 2.6. Let w ∈ K
c,o
V,q be attached to z ∈ H

c,o
V,q via Lemma 2.3, and

consider a matrix
(
α β
γ δ

)
∈ V(V, q) such that the norm N(γz + δ) from Lemma

2.4 does not vanish, and set η ∈ ΓF
×

(VU , qU ) to be the element associated with
this matrix via Theorem 1.12. Then the image of w under the orthogonal map
πU (η) ∈ OV ⊥(VU , qU ), with πU being the map from Theorem 1.1 that is associ-
ated with the quadratic space (VU , qU ), is the element of Kc,o

V,q that is associated

with (αz + β)(γz + δ)−1 ∈ H
c,o
V,q.

Proof. The map πU (η) takes w to ηwη′−1, and since it is clear from Lemma
1.4 that η−1 = η/ det η where det η is the scalar αδ∗ − βγ∗ from Theorem 1.12
and Corollary 1.13, and this scalar is invariant under the grading involution, the
expression that we seek is ηwη∗

detη . The latter expression is η
[
v+f+

(
ct2−q(v)

)
e
]
η∗

divided by t det η = t(αδ∗ − βγ∗), and using Corollary 2.2 we evaluate the
numerator as

[
(αvδ+βvγ)+βδ+

(
ct2−q(v)

)
αγ

]
+
[
(αvβ+βvα)+N(β)+

(
ct2−q(v)

)
N(α)

]
e+

+
[
(γvδ + δvγ) +N(δ) +

(
ct2 − q(v)

)
N(γ)

]
f.

Recalling that the element z ∈ H
c,o
V,q that is associated with w via Lemma 2.3 is

v+ tσc, with qc
F
(z) = q(v)− ct2, the multiplier of N(γ) in the coefficient of f in

the latter expression is −qc
F
(z), so that the full coefficient of f here is the norm

N(γz + δ) from Lemma 2.4. Moreover, the same lemma presents the V -part
of our expression as (αz + β)(γz + δ) − t(αδ∗ − βγ∗)σc, or more precisely the
V -part of (αz + β)(γz + δ).

Now, the action of πU (η) takes w ∈ K
c,o
V,q to an element of Kc

V,q, and as
the norm from Lemma 2.4 does not vanish in our assumption, we deduce that

πU (η)(w) ∈ K
c,o
V,q. Moreover, the coefficient of f in it is the inverse of t(αδ∗−βγ∗)

N(γz+δ) ,

and multiplying the V -part of it by the inverse of the coefficient of f (for obtain-

ing a presentation like in Lemma 2.3) yields (αz+β)(γz+δ)−t(αδ∗−βγ∗)σc

N(γz+δ) . On the

other hand, for obtaining the element (αz+β)(γz+ δ)−1 of Hc,o
V,q, we divide the

element (αz + β)(γz + δ) from Lemma 2.4, by N(γz + δ), and obtain a vector
whose V -part is the latter quotient, and in which the coefficient of σc is the
former quotient. Thus πU (η)(w) ∈ K

c,o
V,q indeed corresponds, via Lemma 2.3, to

(αz + β)(γz + δ)−1 ∈ H
c,o
V,q as desired. This proves the proposition.

Remark 2.7. The coefficient of e in the formula for η
[
v+ f +

(
ct2 − q(v)

)
e
]
η∗

can be seen, by an argument analogous to the proof of Lemma 2.4, to be the
norm N(αz+β). Thus the fact that the qU -value of the latter vector is ct2 det2 η
follows directly from Corollary 2.5, without invoking the orthogonality of πU (η).
The latter can also be shown directly using the conditions from Theorem 1.12
and arguments like in Remark 1.16.
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If V contains no vectors with q-value c, then every element of Kc
V,q pairs

non-trivially with e (for otherwise it is of the form v + ae for some v ∈ V
and a ∈ F, with qU -value q(v) 6= c), so that Kc

V,q = K
c,o
V,q is identified with

H
c,o
V,q as in Lemma 2.3, and the action via (regular) Möbius transformations

from Proposition 2.6 describes the full action of OV ⊥(VU , qU ) (or ΓF
×

(VU , qU ),
or V(V, q)). However, when (V, q) does represent c (which is always the case
if c = 0, since we allow v = 0 for representations here), there exist elements
of Kc

V,q \ K
c,o
V,q, and we wish to extend H

c,o
V,q to a space Hc

V,q on which the
action of the Möbius transformations becomes fully well-defined. Section 19 of
[L] mentions such extensions, but in that reference the usual action of Möbius
transformation, with one single point at ∞, is considered, and it does not seem
to extend in the desirable way. A few cases (over R) are worked out in [Ma],
but from a very different viewpoint.

In order to do so, we extend V c
F

by adding certain vectors at ∞. In these
vectors the multiplier of σc is ∞, and their V -part is an infinite multiple of
a vector u ∈ V with q(u) = c, with a value determined, in some sense, by
an “infinitesimal translation” of u, but only the value of the pairing of this
translation with u matters. The more precise details are given in the following
definition.

Definition 2.8. The boundary point (∞u)b + ∞σc of V c
F

that associated with
u ∈ V with q(u) = c and b ∈ F is defined such that the value that the extension of
q takes on ∞u, which should be ∞2c, is defined to be ∞2c−∞b. When c = 0 and
the values of this extension of q are only “linear in ∞” (rather than quadratic),
the vectors u ∈ V ⊥ (and in particular u = 0) are included, but then we allow
its extended q-value to only be −∞b for b 6= 0. The set of boundary points will
be denoted by ∂V

c

F
, and the union of V c

F
and ∂V

c

F
, called the completion of the

former, will be denoted by V
c

F
. We also set Hc

V,q := V
c

F
\ V = H

c,o
V,q ∪ ∂V

c

F
.

Note that in case V c
F

comes with a topology (e.g., Zariski, or the natural one

when F is a topological field), then we extend that topology to the space V
c

F

from Definition 2.8 by defining a basis for the topology at a point (∞u)b +∞σc
as follows: The intersection of a basic open set with V c

F
consists of those v+ tσc

with t in a neighborhood of ∞ in P1(F) and (tu − v, u) in a neighborhood of b
in F, and its intersection with ∂V

c

F
consists of those (∞w)a + ∞σc with w in a

neighborhood of u (and q(w) = c) and a in a neighborhood of b. In particular, if
u ∈ V satisfies q(u) = c and w is another vector in V then the vector tu−w+tσc
tends, as t → ∞, to (∞u)(u,w) + ∞σc ∈ ∂V

c

F
. Note that if the topology on F

is Hausdorff then V c
F

and Hc
V,q are open in V

c

F
, and H

c,o
V,q is open in all three of

them (as the intersection of these two sets).
We now extend Lemma 2.3 to the larger set Kc

V,q by considering also elements

of ∂V
c

F
⊆ Hc

V,q.

Lemma 2.9. An element w ∈ Kc
V,q pairing with e ∈ VU to 0 is of the form

u + be for u ∈ V with q(u) = c and b ∈ F, where for c = 0 a vector u ∈ V ⊥

can match only with b 6= 0. The correspondence matching our w to the element
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(∞u)b + ∞σc ∈ V
c

F
is one-to-one between Kc

V,q \ K
c,o
V,q and ∂V

c

F
, which joins

with the correspondence from Lemma 2.3 to a correspondence between Kc
V,q and

Hc
V,q.

Proof. An element w ∈ VU pairs to 0 with e if and only if it lies in V ⊕ Fe,
and if w is u + be then qU (w), which must be c for w ∈ Kc

V,q, is q(u). The fact

that V ⊥ is excluded from Kc
V,q then easily gives the first assertion, and since

the parameters in Definition 2.8 are exactly the same, the remaining parts are
proved like in Lemma 2.3. This proves the lemma.

This allows us to extend the definition of Möbius transformations to the case
with a vanishing denominator.

Proposition 2.10. Take w and z as in Proposition 2.6, as well as an element
η ∈ ΓF

×

(VU , qU ) that is associated with the matrix
(
α β
γ δ

)
∈ V(V, q) such that

N(γz+ δ) = 0. Set (αz+ β)(γz+ δ)−1 to be (∞u)b +∞σc as in Definition 2.8,

in which u is the V -part of (αz+β)(γz + δ) divided by t det η, and b = N(αz+β)
tdet η .

Then this vector corresponds to the image of w under πU (η), and the action of
η (or πU (η), or the matrix) is continuous on all of Hc,o

V,q in any of the topologies
we considered on that space.

Proof. We saw in the proof of Proposition 2.6 that with our notation u we have
πU (η) takes w to ηwη∗

detη , and by combining with Remark 2.7, this vector becomes

u+ N(αz+β)
t detη e+ N(γz+δ)

t detη f . Moreover, Corollary 2.5 determines the value of q(u),

which we write as c − N(γz+δ)
t detη · N(αz+β)

tdet η . As we saw that for N(γz + δ) 6= 0

the (finite) coefficient of σc in (αz + β)(γz + δ)−1 was t detη
N(γz+δ) , this becomes

the value that we consider as ∞ when N(γz + δ) = 0. Then the value of the
extension of q to ∞u becomes ∞2c−∞b with our value of b, which yields the
continuity in each of our topologies. Since πU (η)(w) was evaluated as u+ be in
our notation, which is the one associated with our element of ∂V

c

F
⊆ Hc

V,q via

Lemma 2.9, and when c = 0 the latter vector cannot be in V ⊥ since πU (η)−1

preserves V ⊥ and w 6∈ V ⊥ (it pairs non-trivially with e), the remaining assertion
follows as well. This proves the proposition.

For extending the definition of Möbius transformations to an argument in
∂V

c

F
, we require the following extension of Lemma 2.4.

Lemma 2.11. Take z = (∞u)b + ∞σc ∈ ∂V
c

F
and η =

(
α β
γ δ

)
∈ V(V, q). Then

the expressions N(γz + δ), N(αz + β), and (αz + β)(γz + δ) are of the form
N(γz + δ)∗∞, N(αz + β)∗∞, and (αz + β)(γz + δ)

∗
∞ plus finite terms, where

N(γz+ δ)∗ and N(αz + β)∗ are in F and (αz + β)(γz + δ)
∗
∈ H

c,o
V,q. Moreover,

the V -part of (αz + β)(γz + δ)
∗
has q-value c det2 η −N(αz + β)∗N(γz + δ)∗.

Proof. We substitute v = ∞u and t = ∞ into the expressions from the proof
of Lemma 2.4. Then N(δ), N(β) and βδ are finite, and the extension of qc

F
to

our value of z is obtained by extending q to ∞u and observing that the natural
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quadratic value of ∞σc is ∞2c. As the resulting value of qc
F
(z) is −∞b, we

indeed obtain the desired linearity. More explicitly, we find that

N(γz+ δ) = ∞[bN(γ) + (γuδ+ δuγ)], N(αz+β) = ∞[bN(α) + (αuβ+βuα)],

and
(αz + β)(γz + δ) = ∞[bαγ + (αuδ + βuγ) + (αδ∗ − βγ∗)σc],

up to the finite terms, that we omit. This and the non-vanishing of αδ∗ − βγ∗

yields the statements about linearity and the values of the expressions with the
subscript ∗, and the evaluation of the q-value is obtained by multiplying the
vector by ∞, arguing as in Corollary 2.5, and dividing the result by ∞2. This
proves the lemma.

This allows us to give a well-defined formula for the action of a Möbius
transformation on z ∈ ∂V

c

F
, and extend Propositions 2.6 and 2.10 to this case.

Proposition 2.12. Consider an element z = (∞u)b+∞σc ∈ ∂V
c

F
and a matrix

η =
(
α β
γ δ

)
∈ V(V, q). Then if the expression N(γz + δ)∗ ∈ F from Lemma 2.11

does not vanish, then we define

(αz + β)(γz + δ)−1 := (αz + β)(γz + δ)
∗

/
N(γz + δ)∗.

When N(γz+δ)∗ = 0, we set (αz+β)(γz+δ)−1 to be (∞x)a +∞σc, where x is

the V -part of (αz + β)(γz + δ)
∗
divided by det η, and a = N(αz+β)∗

det η . Then the
action of η preserves Hc

V,q, and it takes the element of Kc
V,q that is associated

with z via Lemma 2.9 to the one corresponding to (αz+β)(γz+ δ)−1 in Lemma
2.3 or 2.9.

Proof. Following the proof of Proposition 2.6, we evaluate ηwη∗

det η for w being the
vector u+ be that is associated with our z via Lemma 2.9. Using Corollary 2.2
again, the result is 1

αδ∗−βγ∗ times

[(αuδ + βuγ) + bαγ] + [(αuβ + βuα) + bN(α)]e + [(γuδ + δuγ) + bN(γ)]f,

with the coefficients in the numerator being the V -part of (αz + β)(γz + δ)
∗
,

N(αz + β)∗, and N(γz + δ)∗ from Lemma 2.11 respectively.
Now, when N(γz + δ)∗ 6= 0, the coefficient of f is the (non-zero) inverse of

αδ∗−βγ∗

N(γz+δ)∗
, and as in the proof of Proposition 2.6, we see that ηwη∗

detη is indeed

associated with the asserted element of H
c,o
V,q via Lemma 2.3. Moreover, we

can write our expression for ηwη∗

det η as x + N(αz+β)∗
detη e+ N(γz+δ)∗

detη f , with the last

assertion of Lemma 2.11 giving q(x) = c− N(γz+δ)∗
detη · N(αz+β)∗

detη . As in the proof

of Proposition 2.10, in case N(γz + δ)∗ = 0, our value of ∞ is det η
N(γz+δ)∗

, the

extension of q takes ∞x to ∞2c−∞a for our a, and our value x+ ae of ηwη∗

detη

is indeed associated with (∞x)a + ∞σc. This proves the proposition.
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Now that the definition of the space Hc
V,q and the action of V(V, q) are

defined in their entirety, we can consider some of their properties. Note that for
v ∈ V , the matrix

(
1 v
0 1

)
lies in V(V, q), and, in fact, in SV(V, q). This can be

easily seen using any of the conditions from Theorem 1.12, as the same argument
proving that v ∈ V with non-zero q(v) satisfies π(v) = rv ∈ OV ⊥(V, q) shows
that V is contained in the set T (V, q) from Equation (8) (and so are scalars from
F), and Remark 1.16, or just Equation (2), shows that the scalar involving α
and β in Condition 1 there is the negative of a pairing. Similarly, given a ∈ F×

we have
(
a 0
0 1

)
∈ V(V, q), and the group structure shows that these matrices

combine to an embedding of the semi-direct product F× ⋊ (V,+) into V(V, q).
We can now establish a equivalence, already hinted about above.

Lemma 2.13. Given a quadratic space (V, q) over F and some c ∈ F, the
following conditions are equivalent: (1) There exists v ∈ V with q(v) = c. (2)
The inclusions H

c,o
V,q ⊆ Hc

V,q and K
c,o
V,q ⊆ Kc

V,q are proper. (3) The action of

F×⋊ (V,+) on Hc
V,q is not transitive. (4) The action of F× ⋊ (V,+) on Hc

V,q is

not faithful. (5) For every z ∈ H
c,o
V,q there exists a matrix

(
α β
γ δ

)
∈ V(V, q) such

that the norm N(γz + δ) from Lemma 2.4 vanishes.

Proof. Condition (2) is equivalent to Definition 2.8 being non-trivial, which
happens exactly when Condition (1) is satisfied. Now, a general element of
F× ⋊ (V,+) is a product

(
1 v
0 1

)(
a 0
0 1

)
=

(
a v
0 1

)
, which takes the element σc of

H
c,o
V,q to v+ tσc. This shows that Hc,o

V,q is the orbit of σc under the action of this

subgroup, and as the entries of z = v+ tσc determine the element of F×⋊ (V,+)
taking σc to it, the action on this orbit is faithful. On the other hand, the formula
from Proposition 2.12 shows that in case an element (∞u)b+∞σc ∈ ∂V

c

F
exists,

the action of our element
(
a v
0 1

)
takes it to (∞u)ab−(u,v) + ∞σc, and some non-

trivial stabilizing elements exist. This means that Conditions (1) and (2) are
equivalent to (3) and (4) as well. Finally, Proposition 2.10 shows that Condition
(5) implies Condition (2), and conversely, if Condition (1) gives a vector u ∈ V
with q(u) = c and z = v + tσc then the matrix with α = 0, γ = −β = 1,
and δ = tu − v is in V(V, q) by considerations similar to those for

(
a v
0 1

)
, and

N(γz + δ) = N(z − v + tu) = −qc
F
(tu + tσc) = 0. This proves the lemma.

We deduce the following consequence.

Proposition 2.14. The action of V(V, q) on Hc
V,q is transitive, and the sta-

bilizer of the base point σc ∈ Hc
V,q consists of those matrices

(
δ′ −cγ′

γ δ

)
with γ

and δ in T (V, q) for which γδ∗ ∈ V and N(δ) + cN(γ) 6= 0. If the conditions
from Lemma 2.13 hold then the action of SV(V, q) is also transitive, and in any
case the stabilizer of σc there consists of similar matrices, but with the equality
N(δ) + cN(γ) = 1.

Proof. The proof of Lemma 2.13 shows that all of Hc,o
V,q is contained in a single

orbit of V(V, q), and if the conditions from Lemma 2.13 hold, then given an
element z = (∞u)b + ∞σc ∈ ∂V

c

F
, we can take a matrix in V(V, q) with α = 0,

γ = −β = 1, and δ ∈ V . The fact that if u ∈ V ⊥ then b 6= 0 implies that we
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can always choose δ such that the resulting expression b− (u, δ) for N(γz+ δ)∗
from Lemma 2.11 (using Equation (2) or Remark 1.16 again) will not vanish,
and thus Proposition 2.12 implies that this matrix connects also our element
of ∂V

c

F
to our orbit. This implies the transitivity. For the stabilizer of σc, we

get that
(
α β
γ δ

)
stabilizes σc if and only if ασc + β = σc(γσc + δ), which using

the commutation relations between σc and elements of C inside C(V c
F
, qc

F
), this

is equivalent to ασc + β = γ′σ2
c + δ′σc = δ′σc − cγ′ (because σ2

c = −c) and
thus to α = δ′ and β = −cγ′. Since the determinant δα∗ − γβ∗ takes the
value N(δ) + cN(γ), and we have the condition γδ∗ ∈ V from Condition (2) of
Theorem 1.12, this determines the stabilizer.

Now, since det from Corollary 1.13 is a group homomorphism, every element
of V(V, q) is the product of an element of SV(V, q) and a matrix

(
a 0
0 1

)
(with

a being the determinant), and as the latter matrix takes σc to aσc, we deduce
from the transitivity of the action of V(V, q) that Hc

V,q the union, over a, of
the orbits of aσc under SV(V, q). But we saw that the conditions from Lemma
2.13 imply that the quadratic space (V c

F
, qc

F
) contains non-zero vectors having

qc
F
-value 0 that are not perpendicular to the entire space, so that the corollary

to Proposition 3 in Chapter IV of [S] implies that for every a ∈ F× there exists
µ ∈ V c

F
with qc

F
(µ) = − 1

a . We can take that µ to be in H
c,o
V,q and after we write

it as v + dσc for v ∈ V and d ∈ F×, we find that the matrix
(
α β
γ δ

)
with δ = v,

γ = d, α = −av, and β = − 1+aq(v)
d lies in SV(V, q) (as the product of

(
1 −av/d
0 1

)

and
(
0 −1/d
d v

)
) and satisfies N(γz + δ) = N(v + dσc) = −qc

F
(µ) = 1

a . As the
value of β equals acd (since 1

a = −qc
F
(v + dσc) = cd2 − q(v)), we deduce that

this matrix takes σc to aσc, so that all of these orbits of SV(V, q) are a single
one. This proves the transitivity of the action of that group as well, and the
determination of the stabilizer is the same as above, with the determinant from
Corollary 1.13 being equal to 1. This proves the proposition.

The proof of Proposition 2.14 allows us to determine the orbits of SV(V, q)
in Hc

V,q also when the conditions from Lemma 2.13 are not satisfied.

Corollary 2.15. When Hc
V,q has no boundary points, the set of elements of F

that can be obtained as N(γz + δ) for
(
α β
γ δ

)
in SV(V, q) (or in V(V, q)) and

z ∈ Hc
V,q is a subgroup of F×, that contains the subgroup (F×)2 of squares. The

orbits of SV(V, q) in Hc
V,q are then in one-to-one correspondence with the cosets

of that subgroup inside F×.

Proof. We saw in Lemma 2.13 that in this case N(γz + δ) never vanishes, i.e.,
lies in F×, and since multiplication by

(
a 0
0 1

)
from the left does not change the

lower row, we see that these norms obtained from SV(V, q) and from V(V, q) are
the same. Now, using the translation matrices

(
1 v
0 1

)
from SV(V, q), we deduce

that two elements v + tσc and u + sσc are related via SV(V, q) if and only if
tσc and sσc are, and we saw in the formula for the action from Proposition
2.6 that this happens if and only if the ratio between t and s is some norm
N(γz + δ). The fact that these norms are a subgroup is now a consequence
of the Möbius transformations defining an action, the squares are contained in
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it as the norms arising from
(
1/d 0
0 d

)
∈ SV(V, q) for d ∈ F×, and the relation

between the SV(V, q)-orbits and cosets of this subgroup, as subsets of F×, also
follows from this argument. This proves the corollary.

Gathering all of these results yields the following theorem.

Theorem 2.16. Take a quadratic space (V, q) over F, and a scalar c from
F. Then the complement H

c,o
V,q of V inside V c

F
admits a completion Hc

V,q on
which the Vahlen group V(V, q) from Theorem 1.12 acts transitively via Möbius
transformations. This space is identified with the set Kc

V,q of vectors in the direct

sum VU of V with a hyperbolic plane that are not in V ⊥ and have qU -value c
as sets with a V(V, q)-action, so both are identified with the left coset space of

the subgroup
{(

δ′ −cγ′

γ δ

) ∣∣ γ, δ ∈ T (V, q), γδ∗ ∈ V, N(δ) + cN(γ) 6= 0
}

in

V(V, q). For the special Vahlen group SV(V, q) from Corollary 1.13, the action
is transitive when H

c,o
V,q ( Hc

V,q, and otherwise decomposes this space according

to the cosets of a norm group inside F×, with the stabilizer being the determinant
1 subgroup of the subgroup above.

Note that when c = 0, the stabilizer from Proposition 2.14 and Theorem
2.16 involves only δ ∈ T (V, q) with N(δ) 6= 0, so that δ ∈ ΓF

×

(V, q), and this

stabilizer is the semi-direct product ΓF
×

(V, q) ⋊ (V,+). Conjugating by
(
0 −1
1 0

)

takes it to the stabilizer of (∞0)1+∞σ0 (or of e ∈ Kc
V,q), which is the (parabolic)

upper-triangular subgroup of V(V, q). The intersection of both subgroups with

V(V, q) restricts ΓF
×

(V, q) to the group Γ1(V, q) from Corollary 1.6. However,
when c 6= 0 these subgroups are stabilizers of a vector of the non-vanishing
qU -value c, so they are isomorphic to the appropriate Clifford groups of the
orthogonal complement, which are ΓF

×

(V −c
F
, q−c

F
) and Γ1(V −c

F
, q−c

F
) respectively.

Recall that the hyperbolic space over F = R also admits the bounded ball
model. The corresponding situation is obtained when V is definite, and the
value of c has the opposite sign. The ball model is obtained by a certain Cayley
transform, but for making the image bounded, or at least contained in V c

F
, on

needs the denominator of the Cayley transform not to vanish. This can never
be done for V(V, q), and also not for SV(V, q) when its action on Hc

V,q is still
transitive. We shall therefore not discuss this model further in this paper.

3 Möbius Transformations with Paravectors

In this section we modify the arguments from the previous section in order to
establish similar results for the Paravector Vahlen group Ṽ(V, q), defined via the
equivalent conditions from Theorem 1.14. The results and arguments parallel
very much those from the previous section, but as a lot of care has to be taken
with additional details, we give the complete proofs here as well.

The Clifford algebra CU,F arising from the quadratic space (VU,F, qU,F) is
acted upon by its group of units C×

U by the same formula η : ψ → ηψη∗ for
η ∈ C×

U,F and ψ ∈ CU,F. The vector space VU,F is the direct sum of V , Fρ, Fe,
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and Ff , and the first two summands form VF. We write C = C(V, q), and get
the following analogue of Lemma 2.1.

Lemma 3.1. If η ∈ C×

U,F is associated via Proposition 1.11 with the matrix(
α β
γ δ

)
with entries from C, then the action of η on VU,F ⊆ CU,F sends the ele-

ments e and f of VU,F to the expressions N(α)ρe+N(γ)′ρf+(αγ)ρeρf+(γα)′ρfρe

and N(β)ρe+N(δ)′ρf+(βδ)ρeρf+(δβ)′ρfρe respectively. In addition, if ξ ∈ F⊕V
then its image in VF under the isomorphism ι from Lemma 1.10 is taken by the
action of η to

(αξβ + βξα)ρe+ (γξδ + δξγ)′ρf + (αξδ + βξγ)ρeρf + (γξβ + δξα)′ρfρe.

Proof. Proposition 1.11 gives the element αρef + βρeρ + γ′ρfρ + δ′ρfe of C×

U,F,
and η∗ is given by efδ∗υ +ρeβ∗

υ +ρfγ∗υ +feα∗
υ. Lemma 1.10 transforms the latter

expression into efδ∗ρ + ρeβρ + ρfγ∗ρ + feαρ, and using the vanishing of e2 and
f2 as well as that of eρe (since eρ = −ρe) and the equality efe = e again, we
obtain that ηeη∗ reduces to αρeαρ + αρeρfγ

∗
ρ + γ′ρfρeαρ + γ′ρfρeρfγ

∗
ρ . But we

have ρeρ = e (using eρ = −ρe and ρ2 = −1), we saw that fef = f , Lemma 1.10
gives the commutation relations between e, f , ρ, and elements of CF,+, and the
map with index ρ in Lemma 1.8 is multiplicative, which transforms the latter
expression to the desired one. Similarly, using fρf = 0 as well (as fρ = −ρf),
the expression for ηfη∗ becomes βρeρfρeβρ+βρeρfδ

∗
ρ +δ′ρfρeβρ+δ′ρfδ

∗
ρ, which

equals, by similar considerations and the equality ρfρ = f (using fρ = −ρf
and ρ2 = −1), the asserted expression.

Take now some ξ ∈ F⊕V , with ι(ξ) ∈ VF ⊆ CU,F. The commutation relations
between ι(ξ) and e, f , and ρ in Lemma 1.10, the relation of the former vector
to ξρ, the anti-commutation of ρ with e and f , and the equalities ρeρ = e and
ρfρ = f imply that ηι(ξ) equals

αρι(ξ)ef +βρι(ξ)eρ+γ′ρι(ξ)fρ+ δ′ρι(ξ)fe = αρξρeρf +βρξρe+γ′ρξρf + δ′ρξρfρe.

Using the anti-commutation of ρ with e and f and the vanishing of e2 and f2

again, with the equalities efe = e and fef = f as well as ρeρ = e and ρfρ = f
once more, we find that the product of the latter expression with our formula
for η∗ is

αρξρ(eρfδ∗+eβρ)+βρξρ(eρfγ∗ρ +eαρ)+γ′ρξρ(fδ∗ρ +fρeβρ)+δ′ρξρ(fγ∗ρ +fρeαρ).

Using the commutation relations from Lemma 1.10, gathering the coefficients
of e, f , eρf , and fρe, noting that the index ρ map from Lemma 1.8 is a ring

homomorphism, and recalling that for ξ ∈ F ⊕ V we have ξ′ = ξ and ξ
′

= ξ
transforms the latter formula to the desired expression. This proves the lemma.

Also here the formulae from Lemma 3.1 are valid for all η ∈ CU,F, but we

only need it for η in the paravector Vahlen group Ṽ(V, q).
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Corollary 3.2. Assume that matrix
(
α β
γ δ

)
from Lemma 3.1 is in Ṽ(V, q). Then

the images of e, f , and ι(ξ) are ι(αγ)+N(α)e+N(γ)f , ι(βδ)+N(β)e+N(δ)f ,
and ι(αξδ+βξγ) + (αξβ+βξα)e+ (γξδ+ δξγ)f respectively, all in VU,F ⊆ CU,F.

Note that the three arguments of ι in Corollary 3.2 are indeed in F⊕V when
the matrix is in Ṽ(V, q), and this map can be applied to them.

Proof. The expressionsN(α), N(β), αξβ+βξα, N(γ), N(δ), and γξδ+δξγ, that
one finds inside the coefficients of e in f in Lemma 3.1, are all in F by Condition
1 of Theorem 1.14. Thus the coefficients of f are invariant under the grading
involution, and they are all equal to their images under the map with index ρ

from Lemma 1.8. The remaining terms are of the form ψρeρf + ψ
′

ρfρe for ψ

being αγ, βδ, or αuδ + βuγ, all of which are in F⊕ V . Thus ψ
′

= ψ, and since
Lemma 1.10 expresses ψρ as ι(ψ)ρ (indeed, multiply the relation between them
by ρ from the right and recall that ρ2 = −1), we use the fact that ρeρ = e and
ρfρ = f to see that ι(ψ) multiplies ef + fe = 1. Thus indeed the images of e,
f , and ι(ξ) are the asserted ones, and since to ι(ψ) ∈ VF we add scalar multiples
of e and f , these images are indeed in VU,F. This proves the corollary.

Once again, the fact that the action of Ṽ(V, q) preserves VU,F is also a conse-
quence of the isomorphism from Theorem 1.14 (indeed η∗ equals the determinant

det
(
α β
γ δ

)
from Corollary 1.15 times η′−1), via the definition of ΓF

×

(VU,F, qU,F)+
in Corollary 1.5 and Equation (3), but we shall require the explicit formulae
from Corollary 3.2.

The group associated with (VU,F, qU,F) in Equation (4) is OV ⊥(VU,F, qU,F),
because the space V ⊥

U,F from Equation (1) is yet again V ⊥. Corollary 1.5 shows

that the group ΓF
×

+ (VU,F, qU,F), and with it its isomorph Ṽ(V, q) from Theorem
1.14, surjects onto the associated special orthogonal group SOV ⊥(VU,F, qU,F).

Analogously to Kc
V,q, we define K̃c

V,q to be those vectors ω ∈ VU,F \ V ⊥ that

satisfy qU,F(ω) = c (again, only for c = 0 the condition ω 6∈ V ⊥ is meaningful).
We recall the vector space V c

F
from before, and consider elements τ of F⊕ V c

F
,

which we write as ξ + tσc for ξ ∈ F⊕ V and t ∈ F. The quadratic form qc
F,F on

F⊕ V c
F

takes our τ to qF(ξ) − ct2.

The correspondence between Zariski open subsets of K̃c
V,q and F ⊕ V c

F
is

given in the following analogue of Lemma 2.3.

Lemma 3.3. The set K̃c,o
V,q of vectors ω ∈ K̃c

V,q having non-zero pairing with

e in VU,F are the vectors that can be written as ω = ι(ξ)+f+(ct2−qF(ξ))e
t with

ξ ∈ F ⊕ V and t ∈ F×, where ι : F⊕ V → VF is the isomorphism from Lemma
1.10. Associating this vector with τ = ξ + tσc ∈ F ⊕ V c

F
gives a one-to-one

correspondence between K̃
c,o
V,q and the complement H̃c,o

V,q of F⊕V inside F⊕V c
F
.
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Proof. The fact that VU,F is the orthogonal direct sum of U with the isomorph
VF of F ⊕ V implies that if the non-zero pairing of an element ω there with

e is 1
t for t ∈ F× then ω is of the form ι(ξ)+f+se

t for ξ ∈ F ⊕ V and s ∈ F.

Comparing the qU,F-image qF(ξ)+s
t2 of ω with c yields s = ct2− qF(ξ) as required.

The bijectivity of the resulting correspondence between K̃
c,o
V,q and H̃

c,o
V,q is now

clear, like in the proof of Lemma 2.3. This proves the lemma.

The Möbius transformation calculations here will require the following ana-
logue of Lemma 2.4.

Lemma 3.4. Given τ ∈ F ⊕ V c
F

and a matrix η =
(
α β
γ δ

)
∈ Ṽ(V, q), the two

norms N(γτ + δ) and N(ατ + β) lie in F, and (ατ + β)(γτ + δ) is in F⊕ V c
F
.

In the case where τ is in H̃
c,o
V,q, the latter vector lies there as well.

Proof. We write τ = ξ + tσc, and recall the commutation relations of σc with
elements of C inside C(V c

F
, qc

F
) and its image under Clifford involution. This,

together with the fact that for τ ∈ F⊕ V c
F

we have that N(τ) = −qc
F,F(τ) ∈ F is

central in C(V c
F
, qc

F
) and γδ∗ = δγ∗ for η ∈ Ṽ(V, q) via Condition 1 of Theorem

1.14, allows us to write N(γτ + δ) = (γτ + δ)(γτ + δ) as

γN(τ)γ+γξδ+ δξγ+ t(γδ∗− δγ∗)σc + δδ = −qc
F,F(τ)N(γ)+(γξδ+ δξγ)+N(δ),

which is in F by Condition 1 of Theorem 1.14. A similar argument shows that

N(ατ + β) = −qc
F,F(τ)N(α) + (αξβ + βξα) +N(β) ∈ F,

and we also obtain that

(ατ + β)(γτ + δ) = −qc
F,F(τ)αγ + (αξδ + βξγ) + t(αδ∗ − βγ∗)σc + βδ,

with the third one being a non-zero scalar multiple of tσc and the remaining
terms lying in F⊕ V by Theorem 1.14. This proves the lemma.

Corollary 3.5. For a matrix η and an element τ = ξ + tσc as in Lemma
3.3, the F ⊕ V -part of the paravector (ατ + β)(γτ + δ) ∈ F ⊕ V c

F
has qF-value

ct2 det2 η−N(ατ +β)N(γτ + δ), where det η is the scalar αδ2 −βγ∗ ∈ F× from
Theorem 1.14 and Corollary 1.15.

Proof. As in the proof of Corollary 2.5, paravectors share the property of vectors
that their quadratic values are minus their norms, which shows (by invoking
Remark 1.16 again) that qc

F,F

(
(ατ + β)(γτ + δ)

)
= −N(ατ + β)N(γτ + δ).

Writing this paravector vector, via the proof of Lemma 3.3, as its F ⊕ V -part
plus t det η · σc, we deduce that the qF-value (or equivalently the qc

F,F-value)

of the former, is difference between that of (ατ + β)(γτ + δ) and the qc
F,F-value

ct2 det2 η of t det η·σc (as qc
F,F(σc) = qc

F
(σc) = −c). This proves the corollary.

The regular part of the Möbius transformation formula here is as follows.
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Proposition 3.6. Take ω ∈ K̃
c,o
V,q and τ ∈ H̃

c,o
V,q that are related by Lemma 3.3,

as well as a matrix
(
α β
γ δ

)
∈ Ṽ(V, q) for which the norm N(γz+ δ) from Lemma

3.4 is non-zero, and let η ∈ ΓF
×

(VU,F, qU,F)+ be the element corresponding to
this matrix in Theorem 1.14. Then if πU,F is the map from Theorem 1.1 that
is associated with (VU,F, qU,F), then πU,F(η) ∈ SOV ⊥(VU,F, qU,F) takes ω to the
element of Kc,o

V,q that is associated with (ατ + β)(γτ + δ)−1 ∈ H
c,o
V,q.

Proof. Like in the proof of Proposition 2.6, we get πU,F(η)(ω) = ηωη′−1 = ηωη∗

detη
with det η being αδ∗ − βγ∗ as in Theorem 1.14 and Corollary 1.15, and with
ω as in Lemma 3.3 this vector is η

[
ι(ξ) + f +

(
ct2 − qF(ξ)

)
e
]
η∗ divided by the

scalar t det η = t(αδ∗ − βγ∗). We evaluate the numerator, via Corollary 3.2, as

ι
[
(αξδ+βξγ)+βδ+

(
ct2−qF(ξ)

)
αγ

]
+
[
(αξβ+βξα)+N(β)+

(
ct2−qF(ξ)

)
N(α)

]
e+

+
[
(γξδ + δξγ) +N(δ) +

(
ct2 − qF(ξ)

)
N(γ)

]
f,

where the coefficient ct2−qF(ξ) can also be written as −qc
F,F(τ) for the associated

element τ = ξ + tσc ∈ H̃
c,o
V,q from Lemma 3.3. Using Lemma 3.4, the coefficient

of f here is N(γτ + δ), and the VF-part of our expression is the ι-image of the
F⊕ V -part of (ατ + β)(γτ + δ).

It follows that the image of ω ∈ K̃
c,o
V,q under πU,F(η) is in K̃

c,o
V,q, with the

inverse of the coefficient of f being t(αδ∗−βγ∗)
N(γτ+δ) , and multiplying the VF-part part

of πU,F(η)(ω) by this scalar gives ι[(ατ+β)(γτ+δ)−t(αδ∗−βγ∗)σc]
N(γτ+δ) . But our Möbius

expression (ατ+β)(γτ+δ)−1 ∈ H
c,o
V,q is (ατ+β)(γτ + δ) divided by N(γτ+δ), in

which the coefficient of σc is the former quotient, and whose F⊕V -part becomes,
after applying ι, the latter quotient, making it the element corresponding via
Lemma 3.3 to πU,F(η)(ω). This proves the proposition.

Remark 3.7. Similarly to Remark 2.7, the coefficient of e in the numerator
in the proof of Proposition 3.6 is N(ατ + β), Corollary 3.5 implies that the
qU,F-value of the numerator is ct2 det2 η without the applying orthogonality of
πU,F(η), and Theorem 1.14 and Remark 1.16 can give this value by direct cal-
culations.

Also here it may happen that for some c 6= 0, there is no vector in VF having
qF-value c, and then K̃c

V,q = K̃
c,o
V,q maps bijectively to K̃

c,o
V,q via Lemma 3.3,

and Proposition 3.6 already describes the entire action of SOV ⊥(VU,F, qU,F) (or

ΓF
×

(VU,F, qU,F)+, or Ṽ(V, q)). This happens, for example, if F = R, (V, q) is
negative definite, and c = 1, where the restriction of our Proposition 3.6 to
S̃V(V, q) reproduces Propositions 5.1 and 5.3 of [EGM]. But if VF represents

c then K̃
c,o
V,q ( K̃c

V,q, and we have to complete H̃
c,o
V,q by adding appropriate

boundary points to F⊕V c
F

and include them for obtaining the space H̃c
V,q. This

is carried out in the following analogue of Definition 2.8.
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Definition 3.8. Let λ be a paravector in F⊕V with qF(λ) = c, and take b ∈ F,
such that if c = 0 and ξ ∈ V ⊥ then b 6= 0. Then the corresponding boundary
point (∞λ)b +∞σc of F⊕V c

F
satisfies the property that the value of ∞λ under

the extension of qF is ∞2c − ∞b. We denote the set of all boundary point of
F⊕V c

F
by ∂(F⊕V c

F
), the completion of F⊕V c

F
by adding these boundary points

by F⊕ V
c

F
, and the complement H̃

c,o
V,q ∪ ∂(F ⊕ V c

F
) of F ⊕ V inside F⊕ V

c

F
by

H̃c
V,q.

Also here any topology on F ⊕ V c
F

extends naturally to F⊕ V
c

F
, with the

points near a boundary element (∞λ)b + ∞σc being those τ = ξ + tσc with t
near ∞ in P1(F) and the pairing (tλ− ξ, λ)F from Equation (6) being near b, as
well as those (∞µ)a +∞σc in which µ ∈ F⊕V is near λ and satisfies qF(µ) = c,
and a is near b. The fact that for λ and ξ F ⊕ V with qF(µ) = c, the limit of
tλ − ξ + tσc as t → ∞ is (∞λ)(λ,ξ)F + ∞σc ∈ ∂(F ⊕ V c

F
) is valid here as well,

and so are the openness of F⊕ V c
F

and H̃c
V,q in F⊕ V

c

F
and that of H̃c,o

V,q in the
latter three sets when F carries a Hausdorff topology.

The extension of Lemma 3.3 to K̃c
V,q by mapping the elements in the com-

plement of K̃c,o
V,q to ∂(F⊕ V c

F
) ⊆ H̃c

V,q is as follows.

Lemma 3.9. If ω ∈ K̃c
V,q is orthogonal to e in VU,F then it equals ι(λ) + be for

a paravector λ ∈ F ⊕ V with qF(λ) = c and b ∈ F, where if c = 0 and λ ∈ V ⊥

then b 6= 0. Associating our ω with the element (∞λ)b +∞σc ∈ ∂(F⊕V c
F

) yields

a one-to-one between K̃c
V,q \ K̃

c,o
V,q and ∂(F⊕V c

F
), and with Lemma 3.3 we get a

one-to-one correspondence between K̃c
V,q and H̃c

V,q.

Proof. The elements of VU,F that are orthogonal to e are precisely those in the
direct sum of VF = ι(F⊕V ) and Fe, and for ω = ι(λ) + be in that space we have

qU,F(ω) = qF(λ). Thus ω ∈ K̃c
V,q if and only if qF(λ) = c, and excluding V ⊥

(with b = 0) for c = 0 yields the first assertion. The remaining parts are proved
like in Lemma 2.9, using the parameters from Definition 3.8. This proves the
lemma.

We can now consider paravector Möbius transformations with a vanishing
denominator.

Proposition 3.10. Consider ω ∈ K̃
c,o
V,q, with associated τ ∈ H̃

c,o
V,q via Lemma

3.3, and take η ∈ ΓF
×

(VU,F, qU,F) such that the associated matrix
(
α β
γ δ

)
in

Ṽ(V, q) satisfies N(γτ + δ) = 0. We define (ατ +β)(γτ + δ)−1 to be the element
(∞λ)b +∞σc from Definition 3.8, where λ is the F⊕V -part of (ατ +β)(γτ + δ)

divided by t det η, and b equals N(ατ+β)
tdet η . Then Lemma 3.9 associates this vec-

tor to πU,F(η)(ω), and the resulting extension of the Möbius transformation is

continuous on H̃
c,o
V,q wherever this notion makes sense.

Proof. Using the notation λ, the proof of Proposition 3.6 gives, via Remark 3.7,

that πU,F(η)(ω) = ηωη∗

detη equals ι(λ) + N(ατ+β)
tdetη e + N(γτ+δ)

t detη f , and Corollary 3.5
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yields qF(λ) = c− N(γτ+δ)
t detη · N(ατ+β)

tdetη . The coefficient of σc in (ατ +β)(γτ + δ)−1

was tdet η
N(γτ+δ) when the denominator was non-zero, so this would be ∞ in case

N(γτ + δ), and the extension of qF takes ∞λ to ∞2c−∞b with the asserted b,
giving continuity again. The equality πU,F(η)(ω) = ι(λ) + be, Lemma 3.9, and
the exclusion of V ⊥ when c = 0 yield the rest like in the proof of Proposition
2.10. This proves the proposition.

The linearity in ∞ on ∂(F⊕ V c
F

), like in Lemma 2.11, holds here as well.

Lemma 3.11. Given ω = (∞λ)b +∞σc ∈ ∂(F⊕V c
F

) and η =
(
α β
γ δ

)
∈ Ṽ(V, q),

the expressions N(γτ + δ), N(ατ + β), and (ατ + β)(γτ + δ) are linear at
∞, i.e., up to finite terms they are given by N(γτ + δ)∗∞, N(ατ + β)∗∞,
and (ατ + β)(γτ + δ)

∗
∞, in which N(γτ + δ)∗ and N(ατ + β)∗ lie in F and

(ατ + β)(γτ + δ)
∗
is in H̃

c,o
V,q. In addition, the qF-value of the F ⊕ V -part of

(ατ + β)(γτ + δ)
∗
is c det2 η −N(ατ + β)∗N(γτ + δ)∗.

Proof. Considering the formulae from the proof of Lemma 3.4, but with τ = ∞ξ
and t = ∞, we ignore the finite terms N(δ), N(β) and βδ, and the terms
involving ξ or ξ are linear at ∞. The extension of qc

F,F take τ to the difference

between between the value ∞2c−∞b of the extension of qF to ∞ξ as in Definition
3.8 and the quadratic value ∞2c of ∞σc under the extension of qc

F,F, which is
the linear term −∞b. This gives the required result, with

N(γτ+δ)∗ = bN(γ)+(γξδ+δξγ) ∈ F, N(ατ+β)∗ = bN(α)+(αξβ+βξα) ∈ F,

and

(ατ + β)(γτ + δ)
∗

= bαγ + (αξδ + βξγ) + (αδ∗ − βγ∗)σc ∈ F⊕ V c
F
,

the latter is in H̃
c,o
V,q due to the non-vanishing of αδ∗ − βγ∗, and the same

argument from the proof of Lemma 2.11, but now with Corollary 3.5, yields
the value of the F⊕ V -part of the latter paravector under qF. This proves the
lemma.

The following analogue of Proposition 2.12 extends the action of the par-
avector Möbius transformations from Propositions 3.6 and 3.10 to ∂(F ⊕ V c

F
),

and thus to all of H̃c
V,q.

Proposition 3.12. For τ = (∞ξ)b+∞σc ∈ ∂(F⊕V c
F

) and η =
(
α β
γ δ

)
∈ Ṽ(V, q),

consider the expression N(γτ + δ)∗ ∈ F from Lemma 2.11. If it is non-zero,
then we set

(ατ + β)(γτ + δ)−1 := (ατ + β)(γτ + δ)
∗

/
N(γτ + δ)∗.

In case it does vanish, we define (ατ+β)(γτ+δ)−1 to be (∞µ)a+∞σc, in which

µ is 1
detη times the F⊕V -part of (ατ+β)(γτ + δ)

∗
, and a equals N(ατ+β)∗

detη . This
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gives an action of η on H̃c
V,q, such that the element of K̃c

V,q that corresponds to

τ via in 3.9 is sent to the one associated with (ατ + β)(γτ + δ)−1 via Lemma
3.3 or 3.9.

Proof. Lemma 3.9 associates with our τ the vector ω = ι(λ) + be ∈ VU,F, and

Corollary 3.2 evaluates ηωη∗

detη for this ω as 1
αδ∗−βγ∗ times

[(αξδ + βξγ) + bαγ] + [(αξβ + βξα) + bN(α)]e+ [(γξδ + δξγ) + bN(γ)]f.

In the terminology of the proof of Lemma 3.11, these coefficients are F⊕V -part
of (ατ+β)(γτ + δ)

∗
, N(ατ+β)∗, and N(γτ+δ)∗ respectively. If N(γτ+δ)∗ 6= 0,

then the proof of Proposition 3.6 shows that ηωη∗

detη is the vector corresponding to

the desired element of H̃c,o
V,q via Lemma 2.3, in which the coefficient multiplying

σc is αδ∗−βγ∗

N(γτ+δ)∗
. Using the paravector µ, and Lemma 3.11, the total expression

for ηωη∗

detη is ι(µ) + N(ατ+β)∗
detη e+ N(γτ+δ)∗

detη f with qF(µ) = c− N(γτ+δ)∗
detη · N(ατ+β)∗

det η ,

so that when N(γτ + δ)∗ = 0, the value of ∞ is detη
N(γτ+δ)∗

, the total vector is

ι(µ)+ae, and the extension of qF takes ∞µ to ∞2c−∞a, as required by Lemma
3.9. This proves the proposition.

For the properties of the action of Ṽ(V, q) on H̃c
V,q, we observe that F⊕V is

contained in the set T̃ (V, q) from Equation (9), and using any of the conditions
of Theorem 1.14, with Remark 1.16 or Equation (6), we deduce that the matrix(
1 ξ
0 1

)
is in Ṽ(V, q) for every ξ ∈ F ⊕ V . As the diagonal matrix

(
a 0
0 1

)
is also

in Ṽ(V, q), and these matrices form a subgroup of Ṽ(V, q) that is isomorphic to
F× ⋊ (F⊕ V,+), we can prove the following analogue of Lemma 2.13.

Lemma 3.13. For (V, q) and c, the following are equivalent: (1) There is

ξ ∈ F⊕V with qF(ξ) = c. (2) The containments H̃c,o
V,q ⊆ H̃c

V,q and K̃
c,o
V,q ⊆ K̃c

V,q

are strict. (3) The group F× ⋊ (F ⊕ V,+) acts on H̃c
V,q with more than one

orbit. (4) Some elements of H̃c
V,q have stabilizers under F× ⋊ (F ⊕ V,+). (5)

Given τ ∈ H̃
c,o
V,q, there is

(
α β
γ δ

)
∈ Ṽ(V, q) for which the expression N(γτ + δ)

from Lemma 3.4 is 0.

Proof. As in the proof of Lemma 2.13, Definition 3.8 requires the existence
of paravectors as in Condition (1), the group F× ⋊ (F ⊕ V,+) acts on K̃

c,o
V,q

transitively and with no stabilizers, and if there is (∞λ)b + ∞σc ∈ ∂(F ⊕ V c
F

),

then the action of
(
a ξ
0 1

)
sends it to (∞λ)ab−(λ,ξ)F + ∞σc, and there are non-

trivial stabilizers. Thus Conditions (1), (2), (3), and (4) are equivalent, and

using Proposition 3.10 and the matrix
(
α β
γ δ

)
∈ Ṽ(V, q) with α = 0, γ = −β = 1,

and δ = tλ− ξ for τ = ξ + tσc when qF(λ) = c and thus qc
F,F(tλ+ tσc) = 0 yield

the equivalence of Condition (5) as well. This proves the lemma.

The action of Ṽ(V, q) have the following properties, analogous to those from
Proposition 2.14
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Proposition 3.14. Ṽ(V, q) acts transitively on H̃c
V,q, and the base point σc is

stabilized precisely by the matrices
(
δ′ −cγ′

γ δ

)
in which γ and δ are in T̃ (V, q) and

satisfy γδ∗ ∈ F⊕ V and N(δ) + cN(γ) 6= 0. Restricting the action to S̃V(V, q)
yields a similar stabilizer but with the equality N(δ)+cN(γ) = 1, and the action
remains transitive in case the conditions from Lemma 3.13 are satisfied.

Proof. The subset H̃
c,o
V,q is contained in a single orbit by Lemma 3.13, and in

case this is not the entire space H̃
c,o
V,q, for τ = (∞λ)b + ∞σc in the complement

∂(F ⊕ V c
F

), in which b 6= 0 in case µ ∈ V ⊥, we can take δ ∈ F ⊕ V such that

b − (λ, δ)F 6= 0. Then completing δ to a matrix in Ṽ(V, q) with α = 0 and
γ = −β = 1, so that N(γτ + δ)∗ from Lemma 3.11 equals that non-vanishing
expression and all the elements of ∂(F⊕V c

F
) are also contained in that orbit. For

a matrix
(
α β
γ δ

)
∈ Ṽ(V, q) we again obtain an equivalence between stabilizing

σc and the equalities α = δ′ and β = −cγ′, after which the determinant from
Corollary 1.15 again becomes N(δ) + cN(γ). The decomposition of Ṽ(V, q)

using S̃V(V, q) and the matrices
(
a 0
0 1

)
with a ∈ F×, the transitivity of the

former subgroup depends on all the matrices aσc with such a being related via
this subgroup, and again, for fixed a, the conditions from Lemma 3.13 combine
with the corollary to Proposition 3 in Chapter IV of [S] to yield an element

ξ + dσ ∈ H̃
c,o
V,q ⊆ F ⊕ V c

F
with qc

F,F-value − 1
a . Then the matrix

(
α β
γ δ

)
having

entries α = −aξ, β = − 1+aqF(ξ)
d = acd, γ = d, and δ = ξ is in S̃V(V, q) and sends

σc to aσc inside H̃c
V,q. Thus the action of S̃V(V, q) on H̃c

V,q is also transitive, and
the stabilizer of σc is again determined by the determinant 1 condition inside
the stabilizer in Ṽ(V, q). This proves the proposition.

The orbits of S̃V(V, q) in H̃c
V,q in case the conditions from Lemma 2.13 do not

hold are obtained from the proof of Proposition 3.14 in the following analogue
of Corollary 2.15

Corollary 3.15. The norms N(γτ + δ) with
(
α β
γ δ

)
from S̃V(V, q) or from

Ṽ(V, q) and from τ ∈ H̃c
V,q form, in case ∂(F ⊕ V c

F
) is empty, a subgroup of

F× that contains the squares such that SV(V, q) acts on orbits in H̃c
V,q that

correspond to cosets of this subgroup inside F×.

Proof. Lemma 3.13 yields the non-vanishing of N(γτ + δ), the matrices
(
a 0
0 1

)

from the left eliminate the difference between S̃V(V, q) and Ṽ(V, q) for these

norms, the translations
(
1 ξ‘
0 1

)
∈ S̃V(V, q) restrict attention to the coefficient of

σc again, and Proposition 3.6 shows that tσc and sσc are related via S̃V(V, q) if
and only if they t/s is such a norm. The action shows that these norms are a

subgroup of F×, the matrices
(
1/d 0
0 d

)
∈ S̃V(V, q) yield the squares there, and the

relation between cosets and S̃V(V, q) is also clear. This proves the corollary.

The theorem analogous to Theorem 2.16 for the paravector case is the fol-
lowing one.
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Theorem 3.16. For a quadratic space (V, q) over F, and c ∈ F, the complement

H̃
c,o
V,q of F ⊕ V inside F ⊕ V c

F
can be completed to a space H̃c

V,q such that the

paravector Vahlen group Ṽ(V, q), as defined in Theorem 1.14, acts transitively
on this completing by Möbius transformations. If VU,F is the direct sum of V
with a hyperbolic plane and a line generated by a norm −1 vector, then one can
identify H̃c

V,q with K̃c
V,q, the set of vectors in VU,F \ V

⊥ with quadratic value c.

This identification is Ṽ(V, q)-equivariant, and so is the identification with the left

coset space of
{(

δ′ −cγ′

γ δ

) ∣∣ γ, δ ∈ T̃ (V, q), γδ∗ ∈ V, N(δ) + cN(γ) 6= 0
}
inside

Ṽ(V, q). The action of the special paravector Vahlen group S̃V(V, q) defined in

Corollary 1.15 is transitive in case H̃
c,o
V,q is strictly contained in H̃c

V,q, and when

they are equal, they decompose into cosets, inside F×, of the norm group of
the direct sum of V with the line, and the stabilizer there is the determinant 1
subgroup of the subgroup above.

For c = 0 the stabilizer from Proposition 3.14 and Theorem 3.16 becomes the
semi-direct product Γ̃F

×

(V, q) ⋊ (F ⊕ V,+), it can again be conjugated, by the

same matrix, to a group of upper-triangular matrices, and inside S̃V(V, q) the

semi-direct product involves Γ̃1(V, q) instead of Γ̃F
×

(V, q). If c 6= 0 then these

stabilizers are stabilizers of a vector with qcU,F-norm c 6= 0 inside ΓF
×

+ (VU,F, qU,F)

or Γ1
+(VU,F, qU,F), which are isomorphic to ΓF

×

+ (V −c
F,F , q

−c
F,F) and to Γ1

+(V −c
F,F , q

−c
F,F)

respectively.

Here the hyperbolic space is obtained over F = R only from negative definite
quadratic spaces (V, q), since we need (VF, qF) to also be definite. The Cayley
transform yields a ball model, and conjugating the special paravector Vahlen
group by an appropriate element of C(VU,F, qU,F)×+ yields the group denoted by
SD(V, q) in Section 5 of [EGM]. Once again obtaining bounded models in our

more general setting requires to work only with S̃V(V, q) and some additional
assumptions, so we leave its investigation for further research.

We conclude by remarking that the Vahlen and paravector Vahlen groups
were defined in [Mc] over more general commutative rings. It may be interesting

to check whether models like Hc
V,q and H̃c

V,q can be meaningful not only over
fields of characteristic different from 2. Note, however, that the complete results
of [Mc] assume that the base ring is an integral domain, which can thus be
embedded into its field of fractions and all the work can be done there. In
addition, as the results of [Z] show, the theory of more general rings brings
additional complications, so we leave these questions as well for future research.
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